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ANALYSIS OF GENERALIZED RESIDUALS 
IN HAZARD REGRESSION MODELS 
P E T R V O L F 
In the present paper, we consider a counting process and a model of its intensity. We 
introduce the generalized residuals measuring the deviation of observed times to counts 
from the expected times given by the model. These residuals are then used for assessing the 
goodness-of-fit of hazard regression models. The method is inspired by Arjas' [4] graphical 
procedure (dealing with Cox's model) and generalized to a quite general hazard regression 
case. The large sample properties of the test statistics are derived, they are then specified 
for the case of Aalen's regression model. The diagnostic ability of the method is illustrated 
by an example with simulated data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the statistical event-history analysis consists in the examination of 
streams of events modelled with the help of the counting processes. The random 
behaviour of a counting process is as a rule characterized by a hazard function. Haz-
ard regression models describe the case when the hazard function depends on values 
of covariates. The inferences are sought about the form of this dependence. The 
most popular representative of hazard regression models is the proportional hazard 
model of Cox. The present contribution is prevailingly devoted to the methods of 
diagnostics for quite general hazard regression models. We develop both graphical 
and numerical procedures of goodness-of-fit testing. Then, for the case of Aalen's 
model, we derive an asymptotic distribution of the test statistics with plugged-in 
estimate of the hazard function. 
Our approach is inspired by the explorative and diagnostic methods presented 
for instance in Arjas [4]. The approach is based on the martingale-compensator 
decomposition of the counting process and on properly defined generalized residuals. 
Arjas dealt with graphical methods for assessing the fit of Cox's model. Later on, 
the large sample properties of Arjas' statistics were examined by Marzec and Marzec 
[9]. The main objective of the present paper is to generalize these results concerning 
both graphical and numerical procedures. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the notion of counting process is 
recalled, the hazard regression model is introduced and the process of generalized 
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residuals is defined. Par t 3 is devoted to the graphical goodness-of-fit testing. We 
present a method applicable to quite general models. The large sample properties of 
the test statistics in the general case are derived in Part 4. Then, we consider also 
the situation when (a part of) the model is estimated. The case with 'plugged-in' 
estimator is solved for the Aalen's hazard regression model. A simple example with 
simulated da ta illustrates the usefulness of suggested approach. 
2. MODEL AND RESIDUALS 
Let N(t) = (Ni(t),..., Nn(t))' be a multivariate counting process followed in the 
time period [0, T\. It is supposed that N,-(0) = 0 and that Nt(t) counts + 1 when the 
i th individual encounters the (observed) event of interest. Further, it is assumed tha t 
there is maximally one count at one moment. The behaviour of N,(t) is governed 
by an intensity process A,(<) = Ii(t) • X(t,Xi(t)), where X(t,x) is a bounded, non-
negative, continuous hazard function, Xi(t) is a vector covariate process and Ii(t) 
is a {0,1} valued process indicating whether Ni(t) is at risk of count at moment t. 
In other words, J,(£) = 1 when the ith. individual is observed, 7,-(t) = 0 otherwise. 
The most popular hazard regression model is the Cox's proportional one, with 
X(t,x) = Xo(t) exp(b(x)), where Xo(t) is a baseline hazard function. The most 
common semi-parametr ic version considers a linear specification {3'x of the function 
* ( * ) • 
The intensity of the counting process has the interpretation Xi(t) dt = P (dNi(t) 
= 1 \a(t~)), where a(t) is a right continuous nondecreasing ( w . r . t o t 6 [0,T]) se-
quence of cr-algebras defined on the sample space of histories of N(t). More precisely, 
cr(t) contains all (relevant) events which occurred up to t ime t. Processes Xi(t) and 
Ii(t) are assumed to be left continuous and predictable w.r.to the sequence cr(t), the 
trajectories of N,-(<) are continuous from the right side. 
Let us now recall the martingale-compensator decomposition of counting process, 
so basic for the theory of asymptotic normality and consistency of estimates. Define 
the cumulative intensities by Li(t) = fQ Xi(s) ds. The fact tha t N,-(t) has an intensity 
process A,(<) implies that M,-(tf) = N,(t)—Lj(t) is a local square integrable martingale 
on [0,T] , adapted to cr-algebras cr(t). It holds that EMi(t) = 0, the variance process 
(Mi)(t) = Li(t), moreover, M((t) is orthogonal to Mj(t) (i =£ j). Further details can 
be found for instance in Andersen and Gill [2], in Arjas [5], in Andersen et al [3]. 
Individual counting processes are connected through their common history stored 
in cr(t). In the framework considered here, this connection is given by dependence 
of processes Ii(t), Xi(t) on the past (up to t~) of the system. Therefore, processes 
Ni(t) are mutually conditionally independent provided the realizations of X{(t) and 
Ii(t) are known (of course, Xi(t) is needed only when Ii(t) = 1). 
For the moment , let us imagine the case that each N,-(t) has maximally one count 
(and tha t Ii(t) = 0 after the moment of the count). For each i = 1 , . . . . n let us 
denote Si = sup{t £ [0,T], J,(t) = 1} and define indicators <$,- = 1 if Si is the 
moment of count, Si = 0 otherwise. Let us consider random variables T; - waiting 
times to the counts of Ni(t). The distribution of Ti is given by cumulative intensity 
I^CO — Jo Xi(s)ds, the values of Ti's are observed with the right-sided censoring, 
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i.e. Si, Si, i = 1 , . . . , n, are observed instead. When the conditional independence 
is taken into account, the following holds (cf. also Arjas, [5]): 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . The couples of random variables (Li(Si), 8i), i = \,...,n, are 
mutually (conditionally, for intensities A»(i) given) independent, they are the re-
sults of the right-sided censoring of unit-exponentially distributed random variables 
Li(Ti). 
Similarly, if the events are recurrent, Li(t) represents a transformation of the 
time scale. From each counting process Ni(t) (having counts at moments T£, j = 
1 , . . . , Ni(T)) a s tandard Poisson stream P,- (Li(t)) is obtained, with counts at mo-
ments Li(T*j). Again, these Poisson processes are mutually conditionally indepen-
dent. It is seen that the testing the behaviour of the counting process can be based 
on comparision of Ni(t), representing the data, with Li(t), representing the model. 
Def in i t ion. The variable Li(t) — Ni(t), at a given t, is called the (generalized) 
residual. The process Li(t) — Ni(t), t G [0,T] is called the residual process. 
Such a definition of residuals enable us to perform the analysis with the help of 
martingale-compensator decomposition. Sometimes, when we wish to compare the 
occurrence of events in various subclasses of individuals, it is convenient to define 
an aggregated counting process Ns(t) = J2i£S Ni(t) - the sum through a chosen 
s t ra tum S C { 1 , . . . , n } . Its intensity process is given by Xs(t) = J2i£S M O
 a n d 
the t ime scale transformation Ls(0 = Jo ^s(s)ds yields again a standard Poisson 
stream of events. 
3. GRAPHICAL G O O D N E S S - O F - F I T TESTING 
In this section, we shall suggest a graphical procedure for testing the fit of general 
hazard-based regression model. Let 0 < Tj^) < T(2) < < -^("0 — -I denote the 
ordered times of counts of the whole observed system (actually, equalities are ruled 
out theoretically). Set N(t) = V ^ = 1 N»(t), M(t) = £ ? = i - ^ . ( 0 . ^ ( 0 = E L i M O -
We propose the graphical test based on (explorative) analysis of differences L(T^)) — 
N(T(jfc)) = —M(T(jfc)). Notice that N(T^)) = k, therefore we propose to plot L(Tjfc)) 
against k. In fact, we obtain nothing other than the chart of the t ime-transformed 
cumulative hazard function, which should be the cumulative hazard function of unit-
exponential distribution, provided the model fits. 
Suppose now tha t we wish to compare the behaviour of distinct groups of in-
dividuals. In this case, we split the n-sample into (two or more) s t ra ta and draw 
the plot separately for each of them. Of course, we plot the sums of functions 
Ls(0 — J2i£S Li(t), evaluating them at points T(s,k) ~ the &th moment of count in 
s t ra tum S - and comparing them again with Ns(T(s,k)) = k. 
Our method of testing generalizes the idea presented in Arjas [4]. In the frame-
work of the Cox's model, Arjas used the variables Hs(T^)), Hs(0 = Y2i£S Hi(t), 
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where Ht(t) = J* Pi(s) dN(s) and Pi(t) = I{(t) exp b(Xt(t)) / £ ;
n
= 1 Ij(t) exp b(Xj(t)). 
These variables are convenient because the knowledge (or estimation) of baseline 
hazard function is not required. The difference of Ls(t) from Hs(t) is again a mar-
tingale, so that the performance of both tests is comparable. In the case of the Cox's 
model, when in Ls(t) the baseline hazard function is replaced by its consistent esti-
mate dLo(t) = dN(t) / ]P- Ij(t)expb(Xj(t)), both statistics coincide. Notice that 
H(t) — .Ci=i BiCO = N(t) directly, so that the statistics of this type cannot be used 
for testing without a stratification. 
Let us now consider a following frequently encountered case: In the framework 
of a certain model, we wish to decide whether a specific form of submodel holds. 
For instance, let us assume that the general Cox's model fits and that we wish 
to assess whether the regression function b(x) can be expressed as /3' x for some 
/3. Andersen and Gill [2] solved the task of maximal partial likelihood estimation 
of (3. The estimate /3 is shown to be consistent. Therefore, we replace b(x) by 
(3 x in test statistics. The fit for stratified subsamples can be tested with the help 
of Arjas' statistics Hs(t) (i.e. Hs(t) with b(x) = (3 x). Similarly, in a general 
case, an unknown part of a tested model (i.e. of Ls(t)) may be replaced by its 
consistent estimator (provided such an estimator is available). Now the martingale 
decomposition (as well as Proposition 1, applied to the estimated model) holds only 
approximately, i.e. asymptotically. Nevertheless, the graphical procedure is still a 
useful indicator of validity of our hypothesis. 
4. NUMERICAL TESTS AND LARGE SAMPLE PROPERTIES 
Proposition 1 transforms the data into a sample of censored unit-exponential vari-
ables, provided X(t,x) is the "true" hazard rate. Therefore the test of fit of X(t,x) 
can be accomplished with the help of standard goodness-of-fit procedures adapted 
to censored data. For instance the modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov procedure can 
be used to assess the unit-exponentionality of {Li(Ti)}. If the independent unit-
exponentional waiting times are ranked into series, the waiting time to the kth se-
quential event is distributed according to the gamma (l,k) law. The same holds for 
time Ls(T(s,k)) to kth event in an aggregated system {i 6 S} of parallelly running 
unit-exponential times. Simultaneously, Ls(Trs,k)) — Ls(T(s,k-i)) a r e distributed 
unit - exponentially and independently of 0"(T(s,fe-i)). 
All these properties should hold if the model X(t, x) is chosen properly. While 
the graphical testing methods are based directly on the properties of "exact" distri-
butions, the numerical tests use as a rule the asymptotic laws, consequences of the 
central limit theorem. Their advantage is that they offer a quantified information 
about the magnitude of deviation from model. However, as soon as a part of the 
model is unknown and estimated, the asymptotics becomes rather hazy. The cases 
of plugged-in parameter estimator are discussed for instance in Khmaladze ([8] -
the case of standard Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics) or in Hjort ([7] - the case of 
estimated parameters in parametrized hazard function and in Cox's model). Both 
authors (and some others, cited in Hjort as well as in Arjas [4]) show that it is pos-
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sible to construct asymptotic test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov type as well as x2-type 
test. However, the test statistics then need more computation than mere replacing 
the unknown parameter by an estimator. 
The asymptotic behaviour of Arjas' residual process Hs(t) — Ns(t) applied to the 
Cox's model has been examined by Marzec and Marzec [9]. Two types of conditions 
have been specified, both following Andersen and Gill's [2] conditions of asymp-
totic stability and regularity. These conditions guarantee strong consistency of the 
estimator /3 and validity of the central limit theorem for martingales M{(t). The 
stronger set of conditions of Marzec and Marzec (claiming the uniqueness of limits of 
\j~ Ylies 1*00 exP(/3'Xi(t)) independently of the strata S, provided 151 —* oo, where 
\S\ = J2ies *) e n s u r e s the weak convergence of n~~(Hs(t) — Ns(t)) to a Gaussian 
process with independent increments. Therefore, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov asymp-
totic confidence regions can be constructed. 
As has been pointed out, the stratification is a very helpful tool in the model 
diagnostics. In particular, the Arjas' statistics is derived to deal with stratified 
data. Nevertheless, in the sequel we shall leave the idea of stratification. It is not 
difficult to adapt all results to the stratified case. We shall briefly consider the 
general case of the hazard model, then we shall derive some asymptotic results for 
the regression model of Aalen [1]. 
Let us first repeat the basic assumptions about the boundness of intensity and 
covariate processes. These conditions, although slightly too strong, enable us to 
omit any additional condition of Lindeberg type (cf. again Andersen and Gill [2]). 
Assumpt ion 1. The covariate processes X{(t) have their values in a bounded 
interval X C RK, for t e [0,7]. 
Assumpt ion 2. The hazard function X(t,x) is uniformly bounded on [0,7] x X. 
Further, let us formulate a general variant of a stability condition. Let P-lim 
denote the limit in probability: 
Assumpt ion 3. There exists a deterministic function 
W(s) = P- lim J E J L J Ii(s) X(s,Xi(s)). The limit is uniform in [0,7]. 
Propos i t ion 2. Under Assumptions 1-3 the process n~~M(t) converges weakly 
on [0,7] to the Gaussian random process with independent increments and with 
variance function fQ W(s) ds. 
The proof follows immediately from the central limit theorem for martingales -
cf. also Andersen and Gill [2], Marzec and Marzec [9]. 
Let us again return to the case of an unknown hazard function estimated by A. 
Now, the analysis is based on the following 'empirical' residual process: 
/ J2xi(s)ds-N(t) = -M(t)+ f f̂ (AiW-Ai(«))<U. (1) 
Jo i=i Jo f^i 
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The behaviour of such a process depends, obviously, on properties of the estimator 
of the hazard rate. In the following, we shall specify the asymptotic behaviour of 
this process for the case of Aalen's hazard regression model. 
Aalen's regression model . Let the hazard function be X(t,x) = (3'(t)x, both 
/3 and x being A'-dimensional vectors. It follows that the individual intensity pro-
cess is K(i) = Ii(t)/3'(t)Xi(t), i = l,...,n. Let us assume that (3\,...,J3K are 
nonnegative, left-continuous functions, bounded on [0,T] - cf. Assumption 2. Fur-
ther, assume that X\i(t) = 1, (so that fi\(t) is an intercept function) and that 
X2i(t),.. .,XKi(t) are the actual nonnegative covariate processes. The method 
of estimation of cumulative functions Bk(t) = fQ(3k(s)ds is described (and con-
sistency and asymptotic normality are shown) for instance in Andersen et al [3], 
part VII: Denote by Z(t) the (K x n) matrix having ith column Z.i(t) = Xi(t)-Ii(t). 
Then the simplest approach considers the estimator B(t) = fQ Z(s)dN(s), where 
Z(s) = (Z(s) Z'(s))~1Z(s), assuming that the inverse matrices exist for s £ [0,7]. 
Notice, that Z(s) is a generalized inverse matrix to Z'(s). Andersen et al [3] and 
others argue that this estimator, which is based on the simple least squares prin-
ciple, does not take into account possible unequal variances of individual martingales 
Mi(t). Therefore the weighted variant using Z = (ZW Z')~l ZW should be pre-
ferred, with W = d\3,g[wi(t)] a diagonal matrix of weights. The weights Wi = 1/A,(i) 
are optimal theoretically (wi = 0 should be set if Xi(t) = 0). This choice can be 
achieved approximately with the help of a sequential procedure. 
It holds that B(t) — B(t) = fQ Z(s)dM(s) and that under proper conditions 
n~(B(t)—B(t)) is asymptotically distributed as a Gaussian process with independent 
increments. Its covariance function is then P-limn_oo n fQ Z(s)D(s,(3) Z (s) ds, 
provided such a limit exists and is regular. Here D(s,fi) is the (n x n) diagonal 
matrix with components \(s) = /3 (s) Xi(s) I%(s). It is seen that if optimal weights 
Wi = 1/Xi are used, then ~Z D~Z* = (ZW Z)~l. 
The test statistics is now derived from L(t) = Y17-1 Jo 1i(s) X'i(s)/3(s) ds. When 
dB(s) is inserted instead of (3(s) ds, we obtain 
£ ( 0 = E f Ii(s)X'i(s)Z(s)dN(s) = £ [ Z'.t{8)V(a) dN(s), 
i=lJ0 i Jo 
where diV(s) = (dN i ( s ) , . . . , dNn(s))'. The difference from the observed number of 
counts up to t is 
ft 
L(t) - N(t) = L(f) - L(t) - M(t) = Y. I Z ' i ( s ) { d ^ ( s ) - dB(s)} ~ - ^ ( 0 
= T I {Z'i(s)Z(s)dM(s)-dMi(s)} = I i'{Z'(s)Z(s)-l} dM(s), 
i Jo Jo 
where i' = (1,. .., 1) is the vector of dimension n, I denotes the identity matrix. 
Denote u'(s) = i'(Z'(s)Z(s) - I). 
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Assumption 4. Components Ui(s) are bounded, uniformly with respect to s 6 
[0,T] and to i= 1,2,... 
Assumption 5. There exists a deterministic function 
V(s) = P- lim -u'(s)D(s,(3)u(s). 
n—>oo n 
The limit is uniform w.r.to s £ [0, T]. 
The assumptions claim actually the uniform regularity of matrices Z(s) W(s) Z'(s). 
They also assume existence of two limits, namely of 
1 — — 1 n 
-i' Z'(s) Z(s) D(s,(3) Z'(s) Z(s)i, and of - ]TX'^s)(3(s) Ii(s). 
i= i 
Notice again that Z D Z = (ZW Z')~l provided the optimal matrix W is used. 
Proposition 3. Suppose the Assumptions 4, 5 hold. Then the process n~ ~(L(t) — 
N(t)) converges weakly to a Gaussian process with independent increments and with 
variance function C(t) = fQ V(s) ds. 
The proof follows again from the boundness of all processes and functions and 
from the fact that D(s,(3)ds is the conditional covariance matrix of dM(s). 
5. EXAMPLE 
The method described in the present paper has been employed to analyse both 
simulated and real data. The application to regression diagnostics in the framework 
of the semi-parametric Cox's model is described in Arjas [4] as well as in Marzec 
and Marzec [9]. A more general multiplicative models are tested in the real data 
study of Volf [11]. 
For the lack of space, let us present here one simple artificial example only. We 
simulated a sample (n = 150) of independent survival times fulfilling the Aalen's 
model with hazard function X(t,x) = f3i(t)xi + ^(t) "2 + 03(t)- The values of 
covariates were generated uniformly, Xn from (0,10), x2i from (0,20), they were 
independent of time. The sample was not censored. We put (3\ = 0.5, $2 = 1, $3 = 
0.7. Thus, the survival time had actually a very simple distribution, namely an 
exponential one with a constant hazard rate. 
First, the "full" model has been estimated, by the method described in Part 4. 
The solution has been searched for in the set of general Aalen'sjnodels. We obtained 
the (nonparametric) estimates of cumulative functions B\(t), Bi(f), Bs(t). The first 
two of them were approximately linear (with slopes f3\ = 0.84, /?2 = 1.08), but B^(t) 
was far from a linear function. It could be caused by that the resulting general model 
corresponded to our data better than the original exponential one. 





L ( ï k ) 
єo k 8 0 
L(T k ) 
6 0 k 8 0 
Fig. 1. Cumulative hazards: a) of the full model; b) of reduced model; 
c) of the 'true' model. Fine line - items with X2 < 10, thick line - items with X2 > 10. 
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For the purpose of diagnostics the sample has been divided into two strata , S = 
{i, X2i < 10}, S = {i, X2i > 10}. Figure l a displays the graphs of testing variables 
Ls(Tk,s) and L^(Tk --) vers. k. The picture suggests that the model fits well. Then, 
the same da ta have been analysed, but the dependence of hazard function on x2 has 
been omitted. Again, B\(t) and H3(2) have been estimated and Ls, L^- computed. 
The result is shown in Figure l b . The picture clearly indicates tha t the model 
considering only xi overestimates the hazard rate in group S and underestimates 
the actual hazard rate in S. In other words, the graph suggests that a positive 
dependence of hazard on x2 should be incorporated into the model. 
For the comparison, in Figure lc there are the plots of the statistics L(t) con-
structed from the "true" exponential model. It seems that the fit is slightly worse 
(but still good) than the fit of the more general Aalen's model. 
Finally, the numerical tests have been accomplished. From Propositon 3 it 
follows tha t the statistics D(t) = n~?(L(t) — N(t)) / (1 + C(t)) is asymptotical-
ly distributed (provided the Aalen's model holds) as a Brownian bridge process 
B(K(t)), where K(i) = C(t)/(\ -f C(t)), t € [0 ,7 ] . Hence, for d > 0, it holds tha t 
P+(d) = Pr(max tL>(*) > d) = P~(d) = Pr (min* D(t) < -d) » e x p ( - 2 d
2 ) . First, 
the est imate of asymptotic variance C(t) has been computed. Then we obtained, 
for the first case (full model), in s t ra tum one (X2 < 10) maxD(t) = 0.478 and 
min D(t) = - 0 . 1 9 6 . It corresponded to the test value P+(0.478) = 0.63. In stra-
t um 2 (X2 > 10) we had minL>(<) = - 0 . 4 0 5 (maxL>(f) = 0), P~(0.405) = 0.72. 
The test did not show any reason for rejection of the model. 
For the model omitt ing the dependence on x2 we obtained maxD(f ) = 2.5 corre-
sponding to P+(2 .5) ~ 1 0 - 4 , in the first s t ra tum, min D(t) = - 3 . 3 , P~(3 .3) ~ 10~5 
in the second s t ra tum. These values suggest clearly the rejection of the model (on 
each reasonable confidence level), in favour to an alternative model considering a 
positive dependence of hazard on x2. 
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